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Validation of the instrumented evaluation of spatio-temporal
gait parameters in patients with motor incomplete spinal
cord injury

AI Pérez-Sanpablo1, J Quinzaños-Fresnedo2, R Loera-Cruz2, I Quiñones-Uriostegui1, G Rodriguez-Reyes3

and R Pérez-Zavala2

STUDY DESIGN: Observational, descriptive, transversal.
OBJECTIVES: To evaluate the validity and reliability of spatio-temporal gait parameters measured by GaitRite in motor incomplete
spinal cord-injured (SCI) patients.
SETTING: National Institute of Rehabilitation, Mexico city.
METHODS: 23 motor subacute and chronic incomplete SCI American Spinal Cord Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) D subjects
were measured. The 10-meter walking test (10MWT), 6-minute walking test (6 MWT), Walking Index for Spinal Cord Injury II (WISCI-II),
Spinal Cord Independence Measure III (SCIM-III) and the GaitRite evaluation were carried out concurrently in order to determine
validity. The 10MWT and GaitRite evaluation were performed at different occasions in order to determine test–retest reliability.
RESULTS: GaitRite offers a valid and reliable way to measure the mobility, symmetry and stability characteristics of gait SCI subjects.
GaitRite precision and sensitivity is approximately three times better than clinical tests. Clinical tests cannot address the stability
properties of gait. Subjects’ higher gait velocity is related to more independence (SCIM-III), lower use of walking aids (WISCI-II), better
performance in lower extremities motor score (LEMS) and better gait’s mobility.
CONCLUSIONS: Spatio-temporal gait parameters measured by GaitRite are both valid and reliable. Further studies are necessary to
establish sensitivity of the instrument.
Spinal Cord (2017) 55, 699–704; doi:10.1038/sc.2017.4; published online 28 February 2017

INTRODUCTION

Spinal cord injury (SCI) affects standing equilibrium, locomotion and
voluntary movements.1,2 Global prevalence of traumatic SCI is from
236 to 4187 per million inhabitants, though missing prevalence data
for major populations persist.3 More than 50% of individuals with SCI
have motor incomplete lesions and more than 75% of these patients
regain some form of ambulatory function.1,4 However, they are likely
to walk with gait deficiencies like slow walking speed, abnormal step
length, cadence and step symmetry that negatively impact walking
efficiency.5 One of the goals in the rehabilitation of spinal cord injured
individuals is to reduce these deficiencies. However, in order to assess
the effect of those approaches sensitive walking measures are needed.
Therefore, it is necessary to have valid, reliable and objective measures
of functional walking performance.6

Several walking measures have been developed for and validated in
SCI population: the Walking Index for Spinal Cord Injury II
(WISCI-II), the 10 m walk test (10 MWT), and the 6 min walk test
(6 MWT). All those tools have been recommended as outcome
measures for gait in SCI.7,8 Also Spinal Cord Independence Measure
(SCIM-III), which assesses independence in selfcare, mobility and

sphincter management, has three specific items related to gait
performance indoor and outdoor.
Validity refers to the ability of an instrument to assess what it is

intended to measure;9 it encompasses construct and criterion validity.
Concurrent validity, part of the criterion validity, is the degree to
which a parameter is similar to other parameters to which it
should be theoretically related.10 Construct validity refers to accumu-
lated evidence that a test performs as expected when measuring
an underlying trait or concept. There is no single best way to measure
it, but convergent validity and discriminant validity are part of it.
Convergent validity tests the degree of relation between measures
that are theoretically related. Discriminant validity refers to the
non-relation level of measures theoretically unrelated. Test–retest
reliability indicates similarity of values measured in unchanged
conditions several times.10 It has been quantified by intraclass
correlation coefficient (ICC), the s.e.m. and the smallest real
difference (SRD).11 The amount of change of a measure necessary
to be detectable is estimated by the s.e.m., whereas the smallest
change that represents a real (clinical) change is calculated by
the SRD.
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All previous measures allow assessment of walking functionality.
Two constructs can be considered to measure gait functionality:
gait capacity and gait performance.6 Gait capacity evaluates the
individuals’ ability to walk in a standard environment.12 Gait
performance measures the individuals’ ability to walk in his/her usual
environment.12 Indicators as velocity, frequency, time, space,
symmetry and stability have been used to estimate gait capacity.
Unfortunately, none of the previous scales (10 MWT, 6 MWT,
WISCI-II and SCIM-III) are capable to measure these indicators
sensitively enough to evaluate potential interventions for the recovery
of walking function. An indicator of gait functionality from a different
construct is the use of gait facilitators such as canes or walkers. Other
constructs less related to gait functionality are individuals’ global
independence and lower limb muscle capacity.
Technology-aided measures provide precise and quantitative data,

but their use is affected by factors as cost, specialized equipment
and time requirements.7 A feasible technology-aided alternative to
measure gait capacity is a computerized walkway as the GaitRite
walkway system (CIR Systems, Havertown, PA, USA). GAITRite is an
instrumented mat composed of pressure sensors which detects
footfalls. The mat is connected to a computer where a software
calculates temporal and spatial gait parameters like step length,
stride length, cadence, gait velocity, base of support, stance time
and sway time. Its validity and reliability have been investigated
in the elderly,13–15 in children with motor disabilities14 and knee
replacement15 and in patients with Parkinson disease.16,17 Certainly
three-dimensional optoelectronic motion capture systems such as
VICON in combination with force platforms are considered to be
the gold standard in evaluating accuracy of spatial–temporal
measurements.18 Previous results showed that although significant
differences have been found on few spatial and temporal measure-
ments (such as step length, gait velocity and duration of gait phases),
these differences are small (1.5% on average).18 However, there are no
studies testing validity and reliability in subjects with SCI. Validity and
reliability results cannot be extrapolated from other populations
because SCI subjects have neuromuscular and mechanical particular
impairments.7 Despite the lack of validation studies, GaitRite has been
already used in report of cases and small series of cases17,19–22 because
of the critical necessity of these measures.
Therefore, the overall aim of this study was to study metrological

properties of GaitRite measurements by assessing the standard error of
measurement, SRD, test–retest reliability, criterion validity and
construct validity of the measurements which are particularly impor-
tant within clinical practice for the evaluation of walking capacity of
individuals with SCI. Consequently, we decided to compare GaitRite
with tools already validated and of proven utility within clinical
practice.

METHODS

Subjects younger than 60 years of age with subacute or chronic (more than
6 months of evolution) motor incomplete SCI American Spinal Injury
Association Impairment Scale (AIS) D, with any neurological level and able
to walk with or without aids were included. Subjects were excluded in the
presence of cognitive deficits, cardiac or lung diseases which could limit
patient’s effort. Study was approved by local Ethical Committee, and written
informed consent was obtained from all subjects. Demographic data and
neurological status were recorded from all patients. Demographic data included
the following: gender, age, time from onset and etiology of lesion. Neurological
status was assessed by a physician specialized in neurological rehabilitation
according to the International Standards for Neurological Classification of
Spinal Cord Injury. Specialists also assessed lower-extremity motor score
(LEMS), use of walking aids and walking level according to WISCI-II and
SCIM-III. The use of walking aids was categorized in an ordinal scale starting
from no aid, one cane, two canes and ending on walkers.
Subjects underwent concurrent application of 6 MWT, 10 MWT and

GaitRite assessment in the same trial on the same walkway. 6 MWT was
performed in a 15 m straight corridor with 180° turns at edges, see Figure 1.
Road cones were applied at the turn points and every 2.5 m to the baseboard on
one side of the corridor. Mean velocity of the 6 MWT was calculated as walked
distance measured by examiner divided over the 6 min. The middle 10 m track
of the corridor was used to apply 10 MWT following the test instructions. At
the beginning of the 10 m track, a 14-feet long GaitRite was installed. To
evaluate the test–retest reliability of temporal and spatial gait parameters
calculated by GaitRite and 10 MWT, three measures were carried out with
2 min of separation between them, at first, third and fifth minute of the
6 MWT. Thirty-one temporal and spatial gait parameters calculated based on
GaitRite data were selected for analysis as follows: 17 related to velocity, one to
frequency, five to time, four to space, seven to gait symmetry and seven to gait
stability. Mean value was calculated in some cases, where GaitRite’s software
measures spatial–temporal parameters for each foot. GaitRite’s software
calculates symmetry as the absolute mean difference between left and right
foot parameter values for step time, step length and duration of gait cycle.23

We defined symmetry as symmetry index (SI) for step time, single support,
stride velocity, double support, step length, stride length and step angle
according to Patterson et al.24 using equation 1 as no symmetry equation has
demonstrated a clear advantage in terms of distribution or discriminative ability
between healthy and pathological subjects.24

SI ¼ L value2R valueð Þ=0:5 L valueþ R valueð Þj j x 100% ðequation1Þ
where R stands for right foot and L means left foot.

Statistical analysis
As it was stated before, in order to evaluate the test–retest reliability of temporal
and spatial gait parameters calculated by GaitRite and 10 MWT, three measures
were carried out with 2 min of separation between them, at first, third and fifth
minute of the 6 MWT. Assessment of the 10 MWT and the 6 MWT was carried
out in order to reduce measurement bias.
Shapiro–Wilk test was applied to all variables in order to assess normality.

Differences along the three tests were calculated by analysis of variance or
k-related sample's Friedman test according to variables’ normality and
homogeneity of variance. ICC was used to assess the test–retest reliability.
S.e.m. and SRD were also calculated for each parameter with high ICC; details
about this calculation can be found elsewhere.11,25

Criteria validity was also evaluated only for GaitRite parameters with
excellent test–retest reliability by means of concurrent validity. Concurrent
validity of temporal–spatial parameters is demonstrated when GaitRite indica-
tors of gait capacity correlate well with the already validated measures for gait
capacity (10 MWT and 6 MWT) and gait performance (6 MWT). To study
construct validity, we hypothesize that spatial–temporal GaitRite parameters are
highly correlated to 10 MWT and 6 MWT tests, and a lower correlation was
seen for LEMS, the use of gait facilitators, SCIM-III total score and SCIM-III
items 12, 13 and 14 of SCIM-III. Comparison of spatial–temporal GaitRite
parameters with gait tests that measure gait capacity (10 MWT and 6 MWT)
was used to study convergent validity. For the discriminant component,

Figure 1 Walkway setup for concurrent application of 6 MWT, 10 MWT and
GaitRite.
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GaitRite measures were correlated to different constructs such as lower limb
muscle capacity (LEMS), global independence (SCIM-III total score), use of
gait facilitators and gait performance (SCIM-III items 12, 13 and 14).
To ensure the quality of results of the tests used as gold standards, test-

reliability of 10 MWT was calculated; also validity of 10 MWT and 6 MWT was
established by direct comparison between them and also with WISCI-II and
SCIM-III. Validity coefficients (r) were reported using Pearson’s product-
moment correlation coefficient or Spearman’s rank correlation based on
distribution of variables. Validity was considered poor if correlation coefficients
were between 0.50 and 0.90 and excellent if they were higher than 0.90.
Statistical analysis was performed in SPSS (version 12.0, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results were considered statistically significant if Po0.05.

RESULTS

Twenty-three incomplete SCI subjects AIS D were recruited, with
mean age 45.6(12.6) years; 15 were male and eight were female; mean
post-injury time was 42(117) months, and the majority of them used
no aids to walk. Between the subjects who needed one, a cane was the
most frequent (see Table 1).
Five spatio-temporal parameters assessed by GaitRite showed

statistically significant differences along three tests (Po0.05)—
difference of step length of both legs, difference of stride length of
both legs, difference of step angle of both legs, coefficient of variation
of step length and mean step angle of both legs. Five parameters
showed low test–retest reliability (ICCo0.75)—difference of double
support of both legs, difference of single support of both legs and
difference on stride velocity of both legs, coefficient of variation of left
foot length and coefficient of variation of right foot length.
Test–retest reliability (ICC), s.e.m. and SRD reported for 10 MWT

in the present study (ICC=0.91, s.e.m.=9 cm s−1, SRD=26 cm s−1) are
within ranges reported in previous studies (s.e.m.=5–9.1 cm s−1,9,10,26

SRD= 13-25.4 cm s− 1 6,10). Test–retest reliability of 21 temporal and
spatial gait parameters calculated by GaitRite was also excellent
(ICC⩾ 0.9) see Table 2. However, s.e.m. and SRD of gait velocity
assessed by 10MWT were 2.7 times larger than the ones obtained
using GaitRite, which confirms better precision of the last one.
The largest s.e.m. and SRD for gait velocity-related measures are

around 3.48 and 9.65 cm s− 1, respectively. s.e.m. and SRD for
functional ambulation profile are around 3.36 points and 9.32 points,
respectively. Maximum s.e.m. and SRD for spatial-related gait
measures are 1.48% and 4.10%, respectively. s.e.m. and SRD for

frequency-related gait measures are 3.12 and 8.65 steps per min,
respectively.
Correlations for 10 MWT, 6 MWT and temporal–spatial GaitRite

parameters are shown in Table 2. Space-related and velocity-related
parameters obtained from GaitRite behaved similarly. Both type of
parameters showed an excellent correlation to gait capacity measures
(10 MWT and 6 MWT) and a medium correlation to other domains
(lower limb muscle capacity, global independence, gait facilitators and
gait performance). Slightly lower correlation of cadence with lower
limb muscle capacity was obtained. Cadence showed high correlation
to gait capacity, medium correlations to gait performance, gait
facilitators, global independence and low correlation to lower limb
muscle capacity. Time-related gait parameters showed medium
correlations to all domains except for lower limb capacity where
correlations were poor.
Results for symmetry- and stability-related temporal and spatial

GaitRite parameters are more heterogeneous. Most of the symmetry-
related gait parameters showed adequate correlation to all remaining
tests, except for the difference of single support of both legs which
showed poor correlation with gait capacity tests (10 MWT and
6 MWT). To assess construct validity of the symmetry-related
parameters, a correlation between the GaitRite symmetry variables
and the difference in strength, or asymmetry, between both legs
according to LEMs was carried out. Results showed a strong
correlation between the asymmetry in force between right and left
legs and the difference of single support of both legs (r= 0.632,
P= 0.001), and a moderate one with the difference in step time of
both legs (r= 0.433, P= 0001).
Most of the stability-related parameters showed poor correlations to

all reference tests, except for the adequate level of correlation found
between mean width of base of support or both legs and the use of
gait aids.

DISCUSSION

Subjects assessed can be considered as a representative sample as the
majority of subjects included in the present study were male, with a
traumatic SCI in thoracic level, which is similar of the population
described by the World Health Organization.27

Results showed that instrumented evaluation of spatial–temporal
gait parameters can offer high reliable measures owing to the fact that
only 10 parameters out of 31 showed differences or low reliability
along repetitions. Low reliability and differences along tests could be
due to subject’s deterioration of gait after repetition of the task as a
result of a phenomena related to cardiovascular response, premature
exhaustion of neuronal activity,28 spasticity or gait biomechanics
variability.29 Another reason could be a calculation issue as a result
of a relatively high variability of the parameters intended to be
measured. To clarify those observations, a more profound analysis
of those parameters is needed. Even so, a sufficient amount of
spatial–temporal parameters remains to assess mobility, stability and
symmetry of gait.
This study addressed the concurrent component of criteria validity.

Concurrent validity of temporal–spatial parameters was demonstrated
based on the high correlation of GaitRite indicators with the
already validated measures for gait capacity (10 MWT and 6 MWT)
and gait performance (WISCI-II and SCIM-III items 12, 13 and 14).
Concurrent validity is demonstrated when a test correlates well with a
measure that has previously been validated. Preferably, the two tests
are for the same construct but very often tests for different constructs,
presumably related, are used. For example, criterion validity of the
reference tests used to measure gait capacity (10 MWT and 6 MWT)

Table 1 SCI subjects characteristics

Parameters Values

Number of subjects 23

Age (years) 45.6 (12.6)

Gender (male/female) 15/8

Body mass index 26.2 (4.8)

Post-injury time (months) 42 (117)

Neurological level Number of subjects

C1-C4 AIS D 5

C5-C8 AIS D 1

T1-S5 AIS D 17

Walking aids used
None 9

One cane 7

Walker 6

Two canes 1

Abbreviation: SCI, spinal cord injury.
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has been obtained by comparing those tests with other scales30,31 such
as Barthel index,32 Berg balance scale, oxygen consumption, leg
strength,33 chair stands, standing balance,34 timed up and go test,35

WISCI-II36 and stair climbing capacity.35 The 10 MWT assesses the
short-duration walking capacity by measuring the time (in seconds)
that a patient spends to walk a 10-m-long track. It has an excellent
test–retest reliability ICC from 0.97 to 0.983,6,37 s.e.m. from 5 to
7 cm s− 1 (refs 6,26,38) and SRD from 13 to 25.4 cm.6,10 It has an
excellent criterion validity with 6 MWT from − 0.86 to − 0.95,9,39 an
adequate to excellent construct validity with WISCI-II (r=− 0.37 to
− 0.795),39,40 and an adequate one with LEMS (r=− 0.4 to − 0.3939).
The 6 MWT valuates long-duration walking capacity and cardiovas-
cular exercise capacity. It measures the distance (in meters) walked

within 6 min. The 6 MWT presents a problem of standardization
because track length and shape influences distance measures because
of number and complexity of turns required.41 Previous studies in SCI
have used distances from 50 feet.42 Some of them are recognized as
validation studies30 and do not report the shape of the track or the
frequency of turns.6,41 It has an adequate to excellent construct validity
with WISCI-II (r= 0.36–0.69)39,43 and an adequate one with LEMS
(r= 0.49–0.55).39 The WISCI-II quantifies patient’s walking perfor-
mance in an ordinal scale; a score of 0 indicates that a patient cannot
stand and walk and the highest score of 20 is assigned if a patient can
walk more than 10 m without walking aids or assistance.9 WISCI-II
has an excellent test–retest reliability (ICC= 0.994),44 and excellent
criterion validity with the Functional Independence Measure

Table 2 Test–retest reliability and validity of gait capacity parameters measured by GaitRite without statistically significant differences along

three trials

Parameters S.e.m. SRD BL muscle

capacity

Global

independance

Gait

Facilitator Performance Capacity (velocity)

LEMS

SCIM-III

Total Aids

SCIM-III

Item 12

SCIM-III

Item 13 WISCI-II 10 MWT 6 MWT

Velocity
Gait velocitya,f 3.37 9.34 0.55 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.80 0.78 0.98 0.98

Stride velocity of LLa,f 3.42 9.47 0.55 0.73 0.73 0.73 0.80 0.78 0.98 0.98

Stride velocity of RLa,f 3.48 9.65 0.53 0.72 0.72 0.73 0.79 0.78 0.98 0.98

Velocity normalizedb,f 0.04 0.12 0.55 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.79 0.98 0.97

Stride velocity normalized of LLb,f 0.04 0.12 0.55 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.80 0.79 0.98 0.97

Stride velocity normalized of RLb,f 0.04 0.12 0.55 0.73 0.75 0.75 0.81 0.79 0.98 0.97

Functional ambulation profileb,f 3.36 9.32 0.61 0.78 0.80 0.80 0.86 0.83 0.94 0.93

Frequency
Cadencec,f 3.12 8.65 0.47 0.79 0.70 0.86 0.86 0.80 0.93 0.92

Time
Percentage of double supportd,f 1.48 4.10 −0.45 −0.71 −0.72 −0.71 −0.76 −0.75 −0.88 −0.86

Percentage of single supportd,f 0.88 2.44 0.43 0.69 0.70 0.68 0.75 0.70 0.89 0.86

Step time of LLd,f 0.04 0.12 −0.41 −0.74 −0.74 −0.75 −0.82 −0.80 −0.83 −0.82

Step time of RLd,f 0.04 0.12 −0.46 −0.68 −0.72 −0.81 −0.80 −0.87 −0.80 −0.77

Mean step time of BLd,f 0.04 0.12 −0.43 −0.74 −0.73 −0.80 −0.83 −0.87 −0.85 −0.83

Space
Step lengthe,f 1.60 4.43 0.57 0.62 0.70 0.62 0.68 0.52 0.96 0.96

Step length normalized of LLb,f o0.01 o0.01 0.62 0.57 0.67 0.61 0.69 0.64 0.91 0.89

Step length normalized of RLb,f 0.03 0.09 0.55 0.56 0.66 0.52 0.65 0.58 0.87 0.89

Mean step length normalized of BLb,f o0.01 o0.01 0.62 0.56 0.70 0.61 0.71 0.65 0.96 0.96

Symmetry
Difference of step time of BLd,f 3.31 9.18 −0.39 −0.76 −0.68 −0.73 −0.75 −0.76 −0.53 −0.50

Difference of single support of BLd,f 5.44 15.09 −0.38 −0.59 −0.67 −0.57 −0.69 −0.71 −0.39 −0.37

Stability
Mean stride width of BLe,g 1.51 4.19 −0.37 −0.08 −0.06 −0.02 −0.04 0.10 −0.29 −0.20

Mean width of base of support BLb,g, 1.59 4.40 −0.32 −0.45 −0.62 −0.36 −0.49 −0.45 −0.34 −0.26

Abbreviations: 6 MWT, 6 min walk test; 10 MWT, 10 m walking test; BL, both legs; LEMS, lower extremities motor score; LL, left leg; RL, right leg; SCIM-III, Spinal Cord Independence Measure
III; SRD, smallest real difference; WISCI-II, Walking Index for Spinal Cord Injury II.
Correlation of gait capacity parameters (GaitRite) compared with lower limb muscle capacity (LEMS), global independence (SCIM-III Total score), gait assisstive devices, gait performance (WISCI-II,
SCIM-III, SCIM-III item 12 and SCIM-III item 13) and gait capacity (10 MWT and 6 MWT). Correlation coefficients are reported using Pearson’s product-moment correlation coefficient and
Spearman’s rank correlation based on distribution of variables.
Units: (a) centimeters per second, (b) dimensionless, (c) steps per minute, (d) seconds and (e) centimeters. Reliability: (f) ICC40.9, (g) ICC40.75.
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(r= 0.765)45 and adequate to excellent construct validity with LEMS
(r= 0.32–0.88)39,43 and an excellent one with SCIM (r= 0.97).44

Reference tests used as gold standards were performed with enough
quality since test-reliability of 10 MWT was similar to the reported in
literature. GaitRite assessment showed almost three times better
precision and sensitivity than 10 MWT. Nevertheless, 10 MWT
requires an improvement in velocity as large as 26 cm s− 1 in order
to detect a real (clinical) change with 95% confidence. GaitRite can
detect changes as small as 9.34 cm s− 1 of gait velocity, 8.65 steps per
minute, 9.32 points of the functional ambulation profile, 4.43 cm of
step length, 4.10% of single support, 15.09% difference of single
support of both legs and 4.40 cm of width of base of support. This is
an important fact to be considered when planning a research in which
a minimal change is expected; for example, if intervention for gait
rehabilitation does not reach a change higher than 9.34 cm s− 1 of
velocity, then an improvement is not likely to be detected.
Interestingly, correlations of velocity GaitRite parameters with

10MWT and with 6 MWT were similar even though they measure
slightly different aspects of gait. A possible explanation of the similarity
between 10MWT and 6 MWT correlations could be that for AIS D
subacute and chronic incomplete SCI patients, the endurance is not
significantly affected.
Overall, velocity-related, space-related, frequency-related and time-

related gait parameters showed medium to high correlations to all
reference tests except for lower limb muscle capacity, where medium
to poor correlations were observed. Higher gait velocity, step length,
cadence, percentage of single support, symmetry and stability are
expected in subjects with larger gait capacity, performance and
independence which require lower use of gait aids. Conversely, higher
lower limb muscle capacity does not ensure by itself higher gait
velocity, step length, cadence, duration of single support, symmetry
and stability.
Correlation between GaitRite parameters and SCIM-III was higher

for gait performance items (item 12, 13 and 14) than for the total
score due to the fact that the SCIM-III total score includes other
dimensions not related to gait in the assessment. Interestingly SCIM-
III Item 13: Mobility for Moderate Distances (10–100 m) and item 14
Mobility Outdoors (more than 100 m) showed same correlation values
because subjects AIS D subacute and chronic incomplete SCI did not
report differences performing these tasks.
Space-related parameters of GaitRite showed smaller correlations

with SCIM-III and WISCI-II than those of the velocity-related
parameters. Also cadence obtained lower correlations with LEMS. As
a result, cadence- and space-related parameters are less likely to
predict using lower limb muscle capacity, independence or perfor-
mance scales. This suggests the need to include a space-related and a
frequency-related measure in clinical scales. Both types of parameters
are strongly related to gait velocity as assessed by 10 MWT and
6 MWT. Therefore, cadence and step length could be assessed using
modifications of 10MWT and 6 MWT.
Although gait symmetry has been proposed as an important

complementary measure to gait velocity,46 there is no commonly
accepted standard for the method used to calculate it.24 There is only
one reported comparison between methods to calculate gait symmetry.
It assesses gait symmetry on stroke survivors and concludes that
evaluation of gait symmetry should be performed by calculation of
ratio of the right and left limb values for swing time, stance time and
step length.24 Paterson defined symmetry as a measure of the parallels
of spatial–temporal gait variables between the lower limbs.24 However,
no reliability analysis was performed on those measures. As a result,
symmetry-related measures need validation. In this paper, we analyzed

some of these recommended measures and also few others that were
not analyzed in this previous study. We evaluated construct validity of
the symmetry-related parameters with difference, or asymmetry,
between strength in left and right legs and found moderate and
strong correlations. We showed that asymmetry based on step time
and single support methods is highly reliable, while methods based on
step length are not. Differences could be due to calculation methods
and population particularities. Stroke survivor patients can present
more severe gait asymmetries that can worsen with age.46 Results stress
the necessity of inclusion of symmetry-related measures to comple-
ment clinical scales.
Stability-related parameters showed poor correlation with all gait

reference indicators, except for the adequate correlation between mean
width of base of support and use of gait aids. It is logical as gait aids
are used to support gait stability. Moderate correlation could be due to
the order assigned to walking aids in our scale. Consequently, it
implies that it is difficult to make an estimation of gait stability based
on reference clinical scales.
Limitations of this study include the limitation of only SCI AIS D

subjects. Populations with more severe gait alterations and lower
LEMS were not tested. However, it could not be possible if they
present shuffle gait which affects GaitRite’s capacity to distinct foot
strikes, possibly resulting in inaccurate estimates.

CONCLUSIONS

Instrumented evaluation of spatial–temporal gait parameters like the
one performed by GaitRite is a valid and reliable way to measures
characteristics of gait capacity (velocity, space, frequency, time,
symmetry and stability) in subacute and chronic incomplete SCI
AIS D subjects. GaitRite precision on assessment of gait velocity is
~ 2.7 times better than clinical tests. Clinical tests cannot address
symmetry or stability properties of gait. Subjects’ higher gait velocity is
related to more independence (SCIM-III), lower use of walking aids
(WISCI-II), better strength in lower limbs (LEMS) and better gait’s
capacity.
Even though SRD has been proposed as a measure of sensitivity to

change, it is in fact a complementary to reliability concept. As a result,
evaluation of change sensitivity after an intervention should be carried
out in future to complete validation.
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